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Bank customers pay nearly $14 
BILLION ANNUALLY in overdraft fees. 

Overdraft FEES AVERAGE $35—nearly 
twice the size of the average $20 debit 
card overdraft that triggers a fee. 

Consumers subject to overdraft 
fees on debit card transactions 
pay OVER $250 IN OVERDRAFT 
FEES EACH YEAR. 

Younger consumers, those ages 
18–25, are hit hardest by overdrafts. 
Over 10% have MORE THAN 10 
OVERDRAFTS PER YEAR. 

According to the FDIC, approximately 
778,800 households and over 1 million 
adults who once had bank accounts 
are currently UNBANKED—PRIMARILY 
DUE TO HIGH OR UNPREDICTABLE 
FEES. 

• Require that overdraft fees be reasonable and 
proportional to the institution's cost of covering 
the shortfall. 

• Limit overdraft fees to one per month and six 
per year. 

Abusive Overdraft Fees Drain Consumers Dry

F inancial institutions drain billions of dollars annually from their 
customers through abusive overdraft fee practices. Frequently 
marketed as a “customer service,” overdraft fees are charged when 

a customer’s account lacks sufficient funds to cover a transaction and the 
institution pays the transaction anyway. The institution then repays itself 
the value of the overdraft transactions and all accompanying fees from the 
consumer’s next incoming deposit. In doing so, the institution jumps ahead 
of any other planned transactions. 

Banks typically charge these fees on debit card point-of-sale (POS) transactions, 
ATM withdrawals, electronic bill payments, and paper checks. Some institutions 
have a far better policy on POS and ATM transactions by simply declining these 
transactions at no cost when accounts lack sufficient funds. But many other 
institutions continue charging $35 per debit card overdraft.  

Overdraft fees are paid largely by customers who can afford them the least: 
those who live paycheck to paycheck and maintain low balances in their 
accounts. Many banks manipulate transaction posting orders, driving up the 
number of fees incurred even further. Ultimately, the lucrative revenue banks 
make through overdraft fees keeps them from offering lower-cost, responsible 
banking and credit products for low-income account holders and other 
vulnerable populations. 

“With abusive overdraft fees, financial institutions take advantage of customers fighting 

desperately to stay afloat. Ultimately, these fees drive many from the banking system 

altogether and make reentry very difficult.” – Rebecca Borné, CRL senior policy counsel     

Fast Facts 

• Apply credit protections to overdraft programs including permitting 
repayment in affordable installments. 
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